Using metaphors in evaluation might be an easier way for some students so it does not
sound so technical. These are some examples of evaluation I used in my papers. Some
of them are blank so that maybe you could try some on your own. � -Genesis
Evaluative sentences
Metaphor

Essay Subject

Why?

Bus

Civil Rights

Slavery/enslaved

Civil Rights

Circles back to
Rosa Parks and the
Montgomery Bus
Boycotts
Both fought for
equality

Rose

John F. Kennedy

Stone

Civil Rights

Jail cell

Civil Rights

Car

Economy

Quilt

Any differences
conversation

White flag

Talking about any
argument

Mirror

Presidents and/or
political parties

Fire

Passion of any
powerful figure

Example/How it
works?
On its path...

The Civil Rights
movements was
freeing the
enslaved from
discrimination
Has mental
Kennedy rose-like
problems but was
beauty could not
good looking on
protect him from
the outside
the thorns of…
Certain civil rights
The civil rights
laws, movements
movement was the
etc. paved the way river that smoothed
to equality
the stone...
Many people went People who
to jail for rights
prevented the
movement are the
bars of the cell
Car business was
The economy was
booming
the engine of...
Everyone has
Even though the
differences but
parties were
they come
different patterns
together
they came
together to make
the quilt of...
They either wanted The Civil Rights
to surrender or
movement was not
didn’t
going to wave the
white flag towards
equality
Eisenhower and
Eisenhower was the
Truman had many
mirror of Truman’s
similarities
ideals...
Fire burns like
MLK had the
passion
passion burned
brighter...

Poison

Literally anything
that was a bad
idea

Poison=bad

Sixth sense

Anytime someone
had a good idea

Sixth sense could
be wisdom

Flower

The beginning of a
movement
(feminism, civil
rights)
When a plan/act
was being created

The movement is
growing or
blossoming

Recipe

Music/song

Something that
persuaded other
people

Beast

Talking about
someone who is
aggressive

Library
March
Path
Death

A plan/act is
brewing thanks to a
certain event or
person
Everyone hears the
song
Beast=aggressive

This idea was the
poison that was
killing the tree of
equality
Kennedy used his
sixth sense of
wisdom to bring
good in the world
The feminism
movement was a
flower blossoming
because of...
The protests of the
feminist movie were
the main ingredient
in the recipe of..
The (blank) was the
song of equality
that everyone was
listening to
Someone was the
beast towards
(blank) which
accomplished...

